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OBJECTIF LUNE
15 YEARS OF PASSION AND INNOVATION CREATING SOLUTIONS HELPING ORGANIZATIONS TO
DEVELOP, MAINTAIN AND GROW THEIR BUSINESS
Objectif Lune creates software solutions to help organizations develop, maintain and grow their business by
maximizing the value of their communications.
Founded in 1993 in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, Objectif Lune is a privately held company. The company’s head office
is located in its city of origin and we have gradually increased our worldwide presence with the opening of offices in
key countries around the world.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Head office in Montreal, Québec, Canada with 14 sales offices worldwide
60 employees in Montreal, 135 internationally
R&D facilities in Canada and The Netherlands
Leader in the mid market (desktop to cut sheet production print)

variable data software segment.
Top 10 for size and revenues

WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
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OUR SOLUTIONS AND PLAYING FIELD
Every document sent to a customer is an opportunity for new business. Those communications can be categorized in
two different types: promotional or transactional.
TRANSACTIONAL & TRANSPROMO VDP
PROMOTIONAL VDP

Promotional VDP refers to 1:1 documents and
marketing collaterals.
Promotional communications are a form of
prospection. Whether an organization is sending out
flyers, postcards or brochures; via email or direct mail;
it’s looking to promote its products or services in the
hope of attracting customers.

Transactional VDP refers to documents integrating
data about transactions such as invoices, financial
statements or insurance policies.
VDP can be used to optimize customer relationships
with targeted and relevant content and to up-sell and
cross-sell additional products or services which is
typically referred to as Transpromo communications.

WORKFLOW AUTOMATION

VDP also encompasses related tasks and applications to optimize productivity and reduce costs.
In relation to VDP, workflow automation also refers to the automated distribution of documents in a mode that fits the
customer’s preference whether it’s by print, email or fax. It also refers to the automated digital archiving of documents.

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY ASPECTS OF VDP

Companies are looking for ways to increase customer retention, create revenues from existing customer base,
improve business processes and increase productivity and profitability; needs which cannot be solely achieved
through personalization. So instead of developing a multitude of separate solutions, making more complex the
offering, we decided to develop solutions that would integrate in any infrastructure and that would allow users to make
the most of VDP while combining it with Business Process Automation.
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VDP OVERVIEW
THE TRADITIONAL DEFINITION OF VDP
A form of on-demand printing in which elements such as graphics, images and text change from one printed piece to
the next using information from a database or external file.

.
One could automatically associate VDP with promotional print such as postcards, flyers and other direct mail pieces.
But VDP also encompasses business communications such as invoices and financial statements. Even those
documents vary content wise and sometimes graphic wise from one recipient to the next.

THE OBJECTIF LUNE APPROACH TO VDP
At Objectif Lune, we have a slightly different definition for VDP. We believe that the essence of VDP resides in making
the most of customer data to create communications that will bring value in every stage of business development.
Whether a document is printed, sent by email or fax, it’s a form of communication. And those communications can be
combined with customer data to fuel sales and revenues.

GAINING NEW
CUSTOMERS

MAINTAINING EXISTING
CUSTOMER BASE

GROWING CUSTOMER BASE
These two forms of communications have different objectives and requirements and the solutions used to create those
communications are therefore different. This guide focuses on PlanetPress Suite.
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THE BENEFITS OF VDP
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU, AS A SOLUTION PROVIDER?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Differentiate yourself from competition
Build stronger and more meaningful relationships
Make your client successful
If you’re a hardware vendor, you’ll sell more printers and get more clicks!
If you’re a software integrator, you’re creating the foundation to a fruitful relationship

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Companies are looking for ways to increase customer retention, create revenues from existing customer base,
improve business processes and increase productivity and profitability. The personalization of documents really
makes a difference; the recipient is more likely to pick it up, thereby increasing the chances he will read the message.
The use of VDP yields significant benefits:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

34% Average response rate increase
25% Order value increase
48% Repeat orders / Retention increase
35% Response time decrease
32% Revenue / profit increase

Add color engines to the mix and the number speak for themselves:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Color material attract 55% more people
Color helps 70% of readers quickly locate info
Color increases learning and retention by 78%
Color improves comprehension by up to 73%
Color boosts brand recognition by up to 80%
Color invoices get paid 30% faster

When you combine it with Business Process Automation, other benefits can be achieved:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Increase in operational efficiency
Reduced costs associated with document distribution
Consolidation of print operations
Elimination of errors due to manual interventions
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BEING A RESELLER
Objectif Lune's resellers share common goals: being recognized as solution providers to differentiate themselves in
the marketplace, capture new business and expand their clientele. As solution provider, the relationship you build with
your customers is different; it is built on solving business challenges and becoming a key advisor. Not only will you be
expanding your services, increasing your customer loyalty but you will also have new opportunities to contact existing
customers or prospects.
Objectif Lune's technology can be implemented gradually, adapting to every client business needs. It is affordable and
the training curve is short. With our wide range of personalized training offerings, your customer will quickly feel
empowered.
To be successful, concentrate on the business challenges your customers face daily. Start with printing issues, then
go to output and process management, automatic email and/or faxing and finally, digital archiving. Once your
customers understand PlanetPress Suite's tremendous potential and amazing ROI, your customers will be ready to go
every step of the way.

WHAT YOU GAIN
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

differentiation
broader, higher margin opportunities within accounts
customer loyalty
ability to attract new customers
incremental revenue growth from within an existing customer base

YOUR ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

identify and qualify prospects
follow Objectif Lune's current price list
if required, work closely with Objectif Lune for sales
provide basic after sale service to customers
respect the terms and conditions of our partner program

HOW TO BECOME AN OBJECTIF LUNE RESELLER
If you are interested in becoming an Objectif Lune reseller, just give us a call! You will find a list of contacts at the end
of this document, or visit our web site at www.objectiflune.com/contact to get the contact information of the office
near you.
HU

UH

OUR COMMITMENT
Objectif Lune will work with you to provide the tools you need to become a successful solution provider. Objectif Lune
resellers get access to a wide range of services such as:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Online Partner Portal
Monthly newsletters
NFR Licenses
Free online training
Joint Marketing programs and activities
Pre-sales & post-sales assistance from the OL specialists
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RESELLER PROGRAM BENEFITS OVERVIEW
PRE-SALES & POST-SALES SUPPORT, ON-LINE DEMOS AND
WEBINARS
PARTNER PORTAL

Once you are an Objectif Lune reseller, you will gain access our online Partner Portal which features a ton of
resources such as archived webinars, datasheets and brochures, PowerPoint presentations, samples and demos and
much more!
Objectif Lune resellers can register here at: http://extranet.objectiflune.com .
HU

UH

More details on the Partner Portal can be found in appendix of this document.
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER

Beyond Printing News was developed to keep you in the know and share a wealth of sales and marketing tools for our
variable data printing solutions. We welcome any contribution or suggestions you might have. Just send us a quick
note at olmarketing@ca.objectiflune.com .
HU

UH

NFR LICENSES FOR YOUR TEAM

Objectif Lune can provide NFR licenses for demo purposes. To obtain one, simply contact your OL account manager.
DEMO VERSIONS FOR CUSTOMERS

Objectif Lune offers evaluation and demonstration software that is fully functional for the entire Suite, but
will simply print with a watermark. The Evaluation software will have a 30 day trial period and is meant for
the end customer to try it. It can be downloaded from our web site.
PRE-SALES SUPPORT

Objectif Lune provides continuous pre-sales support. If required, your Objectif Lune account manager can accompany
you to visit customers or answer any question you might have.
POST-SALES SUPPORT

Objectif Lune offers a worldwide technical support and upgrade program called OL Care. This program is mandatory
for the first year on all the licenses purchased.
With OL Care, your customers will benefit from the technical knowledge of our PlanetPress Suite Specialists and are
guaranteed to always have access to the latest version of the company’s products. OL Care is their gateway to
continual product enhancements and the latest features.
Open from Monday to Friday, 9:00 am - 8:00 pm EST, including national North American holidays, the OL Care
Center is committed to providing your customers with all the help they need. PlanetPress Suite Specialists can be
reached via:
-

Telephone

(514) 875-5863
-

Web

www.objectiflune.com/supportweb

HU

-

U

Newsgroup

www.objectiflune.com/newsgroup

HU

U

Aside from getting access to technical assistance, your customers will also benefit from all maintenance releases,
updates and upgrades.
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PLANETPRESS SUITE
SOLUTION OVERVIEW
PlanetPress Suite is a complete software solution allowing organizations to maintain and grow their customer base by:
CREATING BUSINESS DOCUMENTS WITH VALUE:

▪
▪

By integrating personalized content
Using transpromo marketing to up-sell and cross-sell

Companies can add value to business documents using the information they have on their customers. Users can
easily define business rules determining the content that will appear on the document, whether it’s text or graphics.
And they can quickly integrate transpromo messages promoting additional products and even dynamic Microsoft®
Excel charts
DISTRIBUTING THOSE DOCUMENTS IN A FORMAT THAT BEST SUITS RECIPIENT’S PREFERENCES

PlanetPress Suite documents can automatically be sent in the format that best suits the recipient’s preferences:
whether it’s by mail, email or fax. This information is usually in a database and with PlanetPress Suite, users can
easily define their document workflow accordingly.
ARCHIVING THEM IN AN ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Documents created with PlanetPress Suite can be printed on any printer, sent by email or faxed, reducing postal
costs, and even indexed and archived in Electronic Document Management systems.

AND ALL, WITH NO HUMAN INTERVENTION!
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ADDING VALUE TO BUSINESS DOCUMENTS
EASILY CREATE OR ENRICH VARIABLE CONTENT DOCUMENTS OF ANY TYPES

The creation of documents can be done in two ways:
1-

Documents can be created from scratch in the
design tool of the suite, which comes free with the
purchase of any PlanetPress Suite software
module. Using data coming from print streams,
databases, XML or other formats, users can easily
map the data onto a template document and
complete the design with conditional text and
graphics.

2-

The second option which is unique to PlanetPress
Suite, allows users to integrate an existing
document created with any Windows application
such as Microsoft Word or even InDesign. Once it’s
imported in PlanetPress Design, the document can
be enriched with anything such as barcodes, OMR
marks and conditional graphics or can be
repurposed and integrated in an automated
document workflow. PlanetPress Suite is the only
solution on the market that can interpret the content
of existing documents intelligently. This option is
great for customers who have lots of forms and no
time to recreate them in PlanetPress Suite and
those who are satisfied with the look of their
documents but would like to improve them. Since
the content can be interpreted intelligently, anything is possible!

27B

AUTOMATING THEIR
DISTRIBUTION
OPTIMIZE PRODUCTION AND DOCUMENT
DISTRIBUTION WITH AUTOMATED WORKFLOWS

Of course, business communications do not stop with
the creation and design of a document. Its production
and distribution is a key part and is often very costly.
Documents created with PlanetPress Suite can be
printed on any printer, sent by email or faxed,
reducing postal costs, and even indexed and archived
in Electronic Document Management systems.
Everything is based on easy to create business rules
and can be adapted to the needs of any organization.
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BRINGING VALUE TO THE ENTIRE ORGANIZATION
CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS IMPACT EVERY DEPARTMENT OF AN ORGANIZATION:
The right solution will allow your customers to communicate more effectively with their current customers as well as to
quickly implement strategies and processes to respond to future needs.
BUSINESS MANAGERS

Turn every communication into an opportunity to build loyalty and fuel sales

▪
▪

Convert data into targeted, relevant business communications
Efficiently slash document-processing costs

FINANCE EXECUTIVES

Use technology to create revenues and benefit from a speedy ROI

▪
▪
▪
▪

Reduce labor costs and associated production turnaround
Accelerate distribution process, speed up the payment and reduce postal costs
Use digital archiving and reduce the cost of customer service
Maximize your marketing budget to create sales opportunities

PROCESS OWNERS

Increase productivity and profitability

▪
▪

Improve existing processes and reduce production delays
Do more in less time

MARKETING MANAGERS

Drive more business with better communications

▪
▪
▪

Quickly respond to market opportunities
Easily enhance existing documents
Transform business documents into attractive advertising vehicles with transpromo messages

IT PROFESSIONALS

Improve business processes with no change to the system in place

▪
▪
▪

Implement a single and proven solution for all documents and forms
Make no change to infrastructure and ensure compliancy with enterprise applications
Automate tasks and reduce workload
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PRODUCT SCALING AND POSITIONING
WORKFLOW TOOLS
PlanetPress Suite is comprised of three workflow tools for automating the distribution of documents and workflow
processes. The differences between the three reside in their input and output capabilities:

PLANETPRESS WATCH

The ideal tool when using data as input and when the host application cannot be changed or where some kind of data
and image preprocessing, scheduling, manipulation or workflow is required. It works with data as input, either coming
from a mainframe, AS 400 or other type of central system and outputs to Objectif Lune licensed PostScript printers
only.
PLANETPRESS OFFICE

Perfect for many smaller print jobs where you want the ability to enhance unformatted OR pre-formatted documents
and output them to ANY Windows printer where page based paper handling is not required. In addition to working with
data as input, it can also take in preformatted documents, created with any Windows application. It can also output to
Objectif Lune licensed PostScript printers as well as any other printer using a Windows driver.
PLANETPRESS PRODUCTION

Just like PlanetPress Office, PlanetPress Production can take in both data and documents as input but can output to
any printer, licensed or not. It’s the ideal solution for larger more sophisticated print jobs using data or document as
input, and where optimized PostScript is needed to produce smaller files resulting in faster printing and better paper
handling.
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COMPANION MODULES
The workflow tools are complimented by companion modules from which you can pick and choose depending on the
needs of your customer:
PLANETPRESS DESIGN

The design tool of the suite, it allows users to create condition-based documents and comes free with any module
purchase. When used with PlanetPress Office or PlanetPress Production, PlanetPress Design also allows users to
apply workflow capabilities (or characteristics or features) to their existing formatted PDFs or printed Windows
documents as well as allowing them to enhance these formatted documents with barcodes, graphics & logos, page
numbers, targeted marketing messages and envelope inserter controls adding value with no re-design of the original
document.

PLANETPRESS IMAGING

Allows users to generate PDF, TIFF, JPG, VDX, PDF/X,
PDF/A and AutoStore versions of variable data
documents, email and/or fax them automatically and
archive/index them. It requires one of the workflow tools to
be installed and includes an unlimited license of the
Search Tool to instantly query the archive database and
retrieve single or multiple documents.

PLANETPRESS PRINTER LICENSES

Perfect for printing in “printer-centric” mode. Printer Centric Processing continues to be the most efficient way to print
variable data documents. PlanetPress documents* can run inside the PostScript printer which means we can work
with data from almost any host system to produce print output without generating huge print files.
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KEY FEATURES
OBJECT ORIENTED WORKFLOW TOOLS

The PlanetPress Suite workflow tools offer numerous easy to use built-in objects to simplify connecting to and
communicating with almost any enterprise application. Advanced programs and scripts can be written for an unlimited
level of integration.
SUPPORT FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF DATA AND DOCUMENT INPUT

PlanetPress Suite allows you to work with almost any type of data or document. Built-in emulations include ASCII &
Line printer data, CSV, Database, Channel Skip, PDF and XML; you can also implement your own with our embedded
script technology – PlanetPress Talk. Once PlanetPress Suite receives the data or document, it drives the document
content, distribution and workflow dynamically.
UNIQUE WINDOWS DRIVER FOR INPUT

PlanetPress Suite’s workflow tools come with their own Objectif Lune printer driver for Windows. The driver is deviceindependent, thus ensuring that documents created with any Windows application can be dynamically processed,
modified and enhanced before production on virtually any device. The end result is a fully formatted, variable content
*
document driven by your own business rules, ready for printing, emailing, faxing and archiving.
F

ADVANCED PDF HANDLING TOOLS

Combined with our unique Windows driver, which has the ability to create PDFs from any application for use in
PlanetPress Suite, our workflow modules offer many PDF tools to help you optimize production. You can easily split,
conditionally process and even merge documents together. Use the documents as they are or add instant value with
OMR, color formatting, scaling and duplication; or, with third party options, perform address cleansing for postal
optimization.*
SUPPORT FOR WINDOWS

PlanetPress Suite runs on Windows Vista, XP and Server 2003. PlanetPress Suite can be installed on one or multiple
workstations or servers (physical or virtual) and linked through workflow communication objects to work together and
distribute processing across your business.

*

Available with PlanetPress Office and PlanetPress Production only
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TARGET CUSTOMERS
IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES
We are often asked the question, in which vertical markets are your customers? Sure, there are some verticals where
we do more business than others: Manufacturing, Banking and Insurance, but this is really a horizontal application.
The reason is simple; PlanetPress Suite solves printing problems such as replacing legacy printers, expensive preprinted forms usage and improving efficiency with document workflow automation. You will find these opportunities in
any industry.
When meeting a customer, there are multiple indicators that can be a sign of a potential for PlanetPress Suite.
Amongst those are:
▪
▪
▪
▪

The presence of matrix or line printers
The usage of pre-printed forms
No solution for electronic archiving of documents
Mid to high volume printing of business documents such as invoices, work orders, shipping related
documents, etc.

If you encounter one of the above situations, you have an opening for presenting PlanetPress Suite. Some of the
questions you can ask to begin the qualifying process are:

Would you like to reduce your costs by…
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Removing your dot matrix or line printers?
Eliminating the use of expensive pre-printed forms?
Emailing and faxing your documents?
Making changes to your documents yourself quickly and easily?
Taking advantage postage discounts?

Would you like to add extra value by…
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Adding integrity marks for folding or stuffing machines?
Adding barcodes for couriers, warehouse or shipping?
Archiving your documents?
Adding promotional messages to your documents to increase cross-selling?
Automating the workflow of your documents?
Automatically adding supporting documents or terms and conditions?
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QUALIFYING A POTENTIAL CUSTOMER
DEFINING YOUR SALES PITCH
Once you have identified an opportunity, the sales pitch can usually be classified in one or more of the following
categories:
1.
2.
3.

Technology replacement
Document workflow automation and improvement
Typical applications

The approach and business case you will have to build will slightly differ depending on the business challenge you are
trying to solve.

ADDRESS TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
When you look at technology replacement, you can focus on impact, or proprietary laser printer replacement. For
many reasons, many organizations still have impact printers in their warehouse or other departments. It’s a good way
to introduce PlanetPress Suite as the ROI is easy to demonstrate, especially if the customer is using multi-part
business forms.
There are also lots of proprietary laser printers in the field. By moving to an open print system and PlanetPress Suite,
customers will gain in autonomy and reduce their development time. They will have access to a solution that will give
them flexibility and tons of functionality. In both cases, the ROI is quite easy to demonstrate.
START BY ASKING THE CUSTOMER WHAT HE WOULD LIKE TO DO

Save costs?

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Replace pre-printed letterheads?
Email your documents?
Fax your documents?
Make template changes yourself?
Take advantage of mail postage discounts?

Add extra value?

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Add integrity marks for folding or stuffing machines?
Add Barcodes for couriers, warehouse or shipping?
Archive your documents?
Add promotional messages to your documents?
Automate the workflow of your documents?
Automatically add supporting documents or terms and conditions?

If the customer is using matrix or line printers, he is using pre-printed multiple forms, a huge recurring budget item.
Here are a few questions which can help you determine the ROI and building the business case:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How many different forms you using there?
How many of each form do you use each month?
How many parts are there for each form?
How much do you pay for each form?
Do you sort by hand? How long does it take and how often does it need to be done?
How many forms have been thrown away recently due to changes, obsolescence or other reasons?
How many forms are wasted changing stocks or re-loading the printer?
Would you like to change the look of the forms?
Would you like to change them frequently for specials or other reasons?
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PROPOSE DOCUMENT WORKFLOW AUTOMATION AND
IMPROVEMENTS
Implementing a solution to simplify and optimize the creation, management and distribution of business documents
must solve real business problems without adding operational overhead. The right solution will allow your customers
to communicate more effectively with their customers as well as to quickly implement strategies and processes to
respond to future needs. From process owners to marketing people, everyone will benefit from PlanetPress Suite.
There are many ways to introduce PlanetPress Suite to a customer; below are a few questions that might be
interesting to ask, depending on who you are talking to:
BUSINESS MANAGERS

▪

Are you using business intelligence and customer information to fuel sales?
Making sure your communications are up to the highest standards can be confusing and at times
overwhelming. That’s why many business managers trust PlanetPress Suite for this important job.
PlanetPress Suite fills the gap between enterprise applications and customer communications and helps
you make the most of your hard-won business intelligence.

▪

Would you like to slash document processing costs?
Give your employees the tools to be proactive and grow your most valuable assets. Enhance customer
communications and deliver documents using formats and channels based on each recipient’s
preferences, while turning every communication with your client base into an opportunity to build loyalty
and fuel sales.

FINANCE EXECUTIVES

▪

Would you like to reduce labor costs and associated production turnaround?
By using the right technology to automate document distribution, you can improve production as well as
your cash flow.

▪

Would you like to accelerate distribution process, speed the payment and reduce postal costs?
With fewer production delays, invoices get in the mail sooner, and you can book revenue faster. With
electronic distribution, it also speeds up the payment and reduce postal costs.

▪

Are you interested in reducing your marketing budget while still creating sales opportunities?
Use your existing invoices to promote additional products or services. It’s proven: personalization yields
higher response rates, the use of transpromo increases repeat orders and delivering documents based
on your customers’ preferences increases loyalty.

PROCESS OWNERS

Increase productivity and profitability

▪

Would you like to improve existing processes and reduce production delays?
Using automation, jobs get done faster; invoices get out quicker; and your company gets revenue
sooner. Improve your systems in place without tinkering with existing workflow and affecting applications
and production deadlines.

▪

Would you like to do more in less time?
With PlanetPress Suite, you can develop best-practice processes and do more – much more – in less
time and with surprisingly little modification of your existing infrastructure. Streamline workflow for
operational efficiency, reduce manual labor through automation, and boost productivity, accuracy and
capacity.
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MARKETING MANAGERS

▪

Can you adapt and respond to market opportunities quickly?

With PlanetPress Suite, quickly add value to existing applications, with no additional costs or
downtime. Communicate special promotions or products geared to purchasing habits and use
relevant, personalized messaging to increase repeat orders, customer retention and average
order value.
▪

Would you like to easily enhance existing documents?
Easily and automatically implement the changes you want, ensuring brand and content consistency.
With a few clicks, add value to an existing document, with easy-to-create business rules and without
altering the core application.

▪

Are you interested in implementing a marketing transpromo strategy?

Add variable messages, graphics and transpromo messages tailored to the recipient’s profile
to increase sales. PlanetPress Suite automatically evaluates available space and applies the
appropriate content every time and in compliance with branding guidelines.
IT PROFESSIONALS

▪

Would you like to implement a single and proven solution for all your documents and forms with no
change to your systems in place?
PlanetPress Suite snaps into your current infrastructure with little or no change to systems. Whether you
are looking for a solution adapted to a heavy-duty legacy mainframe, or one that supports the latest ecommerce and web applications, PlanetPress Suite adapts to every need and every platform.

▪

Are you interested in automating tasks and reducing your workload?
Process owners and departments can manage the functionality they need, such as document design
and messaging, without impacting core applications. Create processes to automate recurrent tasks, thus
reducing workload and manual intervention.
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AIM FOR APPLICATIONS
Any business communication can be optimized; even a simple invoice! With PlanetPress Suite the possibilities are
endless; invoices can contain variable graphics, barcodes, OMR lines, text or pages that are printed conditionally
depending on information contained within the data stream.
PLANETPRESS SUITE OFFERS A VARIETY OF POSSIBILITIES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
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In addition users can:

▪
▪

Generate an electronic version of printed documents to digitally archive them. Easily integrate with a
third party solution to pre-sort and cleans mailing addresses
Send the documents in the format best preferred by the recipients, whether by regular mail, email or fax,
automatically
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JUST FOLLOW THE PAPER TRAIL AND YOU’LL SEE OPPORTUNITIES!
Consider the document or form life cycle. Most transactional documents today are produced on pre-printed forms.
Such forms have to be designed and purchased in bulk for a good price. It’s like putting your money in a warehouse.
When they are needed they are retrieved, distributed, printed on and then often manually burst and decollated. Some
parts and then stored and mailed. Something changes, your company moves, there is a change in the terms and
conditions, a new field is required in the form, what happens? The forms are disposed of (your money) and the redesign process starts. It’s a vicious and expensive circle!
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PLANETPRESS SUITE SUCCESS STORIES
Many success stories are available in the “Customers/Case Studies” section of our web site as well as on our Partner
Portal. Here are a few:

AUDI
MANUFACTURING
20% REDUCTION OF PRINTING COSTS

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Challenge: looking for a printing management system
Requirement: migrate from matrix printers to laser printers with digital archiving functionalities
Looking to replace matrix printers and expensive pre-printed forms
Unable to make quick changes to the data and print to other offices
Had no solution for digital archiving
Connectivity with new ERP system
Implementation time: two weeks

▪

Reduction in costs by 20%

ACTIONMAIL
MARKETING FIRM
REACHED 200% ROI IN FIRST YEAR OF USING PLANETPRESS SUITE

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Challenge: needed one solution that could integrate multiple databases and deliver them via a variety of
media, along with providing complex reporting and workflow automation
Found PlanetPress Suite offered more flexibility than the alternatives they researched
The solution needed to support their cut-sheet printers and drive high volumes of variable full color
output
Short learning curve
PlanetPress Suite integrated seamlessly with their existing environment, linking into their fax and web
applications for automated electronic delivery
PlanetPress Suite helps Actionmail produce approximately 3.5 million pages a year, representing
approximately two thirds of the total document output
The majority of the volume is variable financial statements, which have no allowance for error
Within the first year of running the PlanetPress Suite, Actionmail generated $100K (NZD) of revenue
from a single client, an ROI of more than 200%

DICOM EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS
HOW A MAJOR DELIVERY COMPANY INCREASED THE VALUE OF ITS MAIN COMMUNICATION VEHICLE WITH
PLANETPRESS SUITE!

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Challenge: needed flexible and economical VDP solution, with document edition features and output
distribution management
For Dicom Express, PlanetPress Suite was the solution of choice.
Invoices previously produced by three different applications now sent in one string.
Significant savings on postage fees alone
Errors due to manual intervention eliminated
Operations workflow efficiency greatly increased
Printing job process optimized
Ability to utilize job splitting and queue balancing for optimized production
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GAZ MÉTRO
UTILITIES
PLANETPRESS SUITE FUELS FLEXIBILITY FOR NATURAL GAS LEADER

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Main distributor of natural gas in Quebec (97% of the market)
Total billing approx 2 billion CAD$ a year
Primary need: edit invoices
Bills were coded at the mainframe, resulting data was extremely difficult to modify
PlanetPress Suite brought flexibility in modifying the content and layout of invoices
Changes “now just take half a day versus two weeks.”
“Now it is really easy and quick to integrate marketing ideas.”
More Effective Bills thanks to personalization
PlanetPress Suite provides seamless Integration with SAP, enables better back-up and a better process
for reprints
With PlanetPress Watch, Gaz Métro can automatically route a print stream to any device or location or
for electronic presentation over the web

FAST FOOD CHAIN
RETAIL
PLANETPRESS SUITE SERVES UP SPEEDY WORKFLOW FOR WORLDWIDE LEADER IN FAST FOOD

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

1,375 chain restaurants to support worldwide
Daily printing requirements included: bills, training manuals, MICR printed cheques, bar-coded material,
statements.
PlanetPress Suite provided 70% reduction in turn around time for cheque and statement printing.
Elimination of costly pre-printed forms.
Planet Press Suite enabled customized printing of promotions and reports.
Print processing time improved by 150%
PlanetPress Watch streamlined document workflow
PlanetPress Imaging provides managers with real time access to critical information

DRUGSTORE CHAIN
RETAIL
PLANETPRESS SUITE PLAYS KEY ROLE IN DATA CENTER CONSOLIDATION

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Over 1,800 sites across North America as well as servicing over 15,000 retirement and nursing homes.
Large variety of documents to print including insurance and finance documents, statements, invoices,
newsletters, one-to-one marketing, training manuals.
PlanetPress Suite open architecture assured compatibility with existing systems without adding host or
server software.
Costly pre-printed, tractors fed forms were eliminated.
Centralized printing strategy resulted in $46,000 of annual savings in print related expenses.
PlanetPress Watch increases document flow efficiencies by delivering documents to recipients using
print, email or fax.
PlanetPress Imaging automatically archives documents and eliminates the cost of keeping hard copies.
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BUILDING THE RIGHT PROPOSAL
PLANETPRESS SUITE PRICING IS COMPRISED OF 7 COMPONENTS:
WORKFLOW TOOLS

COMPANION MODULES

SERVICES

SOFTWARE MODULES AND LICENSES
WORKFLOW TOOLS

PLANETPRESS PRODUCTION
Input: data and documents Output: any printer, any number
Does not require printer licenses, even for PostScript printers.
Ideal solution for larger print jobs to be produced in the fastest possible time while controlling page-based finishing
and offering convenience printing on any type and number of printers.
PLANETPRESS OFFICE
Input: data and documents

Output: any printer via a Windows® driver and licensed PostScript printers.

No Printer Licenses required for Windows printing, Printer Licenses required for PostScript printers.
Ideal solution for medium print volumes on any printer using a Windows driver without a license, when basic control of
finishing options is sufficient.
PLANETPRESS WATCH
Input: data

Output: licensed PostScript printers (Requires Printer Licenses)

Ideal solution for printer centric processing for high volume production printing on a dedicated printer or for remote and
distributed printing.
COMPANION MODULES

PLANETPRESS DESIGN

PLANETPRESS IMAGING

▪

▪

▪
▪

Free with the purchase of a
PlanetPress Suite module
Can be installed on a PC
Design tool to create forms
or enhance and add value to
existing documents.

▪

▪

Can only be used when a
PlanetPress Suite Workflow
tool license is purchase
Used as part of a workflow
to generate electronic
versions of documents in
PDF, PDF/X, PDF/A, Tiff,
JPEG, VDX, and AutoStore
formats
Best installed on a dedicated
server or alongside the
PlanetPress Suite workflow
tool

PLANETPRESS PRINTER
LICENSES

▪

▪
▪

When using direct printing to
printer or for printer centric
printing , the printer will
require to be licensed
The printer license price is
determined by two elements,
speed and quantity
Printers must support
PostScript level 2 or 3
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SERVICES

OL CARE

Technical assistance & service contract.
All PlanetPress Suite software must have an annual OL Care contract when sold. It is recommended that if you sell
PlanetPress Suite as part of a rental/lease contract that the number of years of OL Care must match that of the
rental/lease contract. Please note that under lease/rental contract, the PlanetPress Suite license is not transferable to
a different end user.
OL LEARN

Training
It is strongly recommended that training be given for every new install of a PlanetPress Suite component. There are 3
types of training:

▪
▪
▪

Set classes at Objectif Lune (per student) or on site (maximum of 5 students)
Custom Training session per day, at Objectif Lune or On Site
E-Learning sessions
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OBJECTIF LUNE WORLDWIDE CONTACTS
Business development and sales contacts
Canada

Objectif Lune Inc.
2030 Pie-IX, Suite 500
Montréal, QC
Canada H1V 2C8
T: (514) 875-5863
F: (514) 342-5294

Charles Boulanger
boulangerc@ca.objectiflune.com

Latin America

T: +55 21 3563-3293
F: +55 21 3563-3293

Christian Medeiros
medeirosc@br.objectiflune.com

USA

Objectif Lune, LLC
300 Broadacres Drive,
4th floor
Bloomfield, NJ 07003 USA
T: +1 (973) 780-0100
F: +1 (973) 338-8885

Mike Beard
beardm@us.objectiflune.com

EMEA

Objectif Lune UK Ltd
The Hobble, Hayfield
Business Park
Aspley Guise, Milton Keynes
United Kingdom MK17 8HS
T: +44 (0) 1908 585461
F: +44 (0) 1908 288219

Colin Casey
caseyc@uk.objectiflune.com

Asia

Objectif Lune Asia Pty
Level 4, Suite 404, Norwest
Central
10 Century Circuit, Baulkham
Hills, NSW, 2153
Australia
T: + 61 2 8852 2599
F: + 61 2 8852 2577

Stuart Drysdale
drysdales@au.objectiflune.com

Marketing contact
Genevieve Paquette
Marketing & Partner Programs Manager
514‐875‐5863 x 691
paquetteg@ca.objectiflune.com
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For more information contact
your local ofﬁce, or visit:

www.objectiﬂune.com
All registered trademarks displayed are the property of their respective owners.
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